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INTRODUCT]ON

.fennif er B. appeals f rom the decis j-on of the separate

juvenile court of Douglas County terminating her parental rights

to her minor chi-l-dren, Cairo B. and Coby B.

BACKGROUND

Cairo was born on December 6, 2005 and Coby was born on

July 24, 2007. Both boys are the biological children of Jennifer

and her husband, Cameron B.

On April 3, 2009, the State filed a petition alleging that

the minor children come within the meaning of Neb. Rev. Stat.

S43-247(3) (a) (Reissue 2O0B) in that the minor children Iacked

proper parental care by reason of the faults or habits of

Jennifer. In particular, the State alleged that Jennifer
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subjected the chlldren to inappropriate physical discipline and

failed to provide the children with proper parental care,

support, and./or supervision which placed them at risk for harm.

The petition was filed as a resul-t of puni-shment inflicted

upon Cairo by his mother and her boyfriend, Marvin. The record

reflects that cairo was punished for eating biscuits by being

placed in cold bathwater and Marvin shoving soap down his

throat. According to Cai-ro, Jennifer attempted to remove the

soap by pouring hot water 1n his mouth.

A hearing on the petition was held on April 10, 2009 and

the juvenile court found that police officers discovered Cairo

with feces strewn about the child's bedroom, bathroom, and

possible other areas of the residence; that the child was

unresponsive; had soap in his mouth; vomited; and his eyes were

rolling back. The child was taken to the University of Nebraska

Medical Center where his core body temperature was measured at

g4 degrees. The court further found that Cairo had bruj-ses and

scratches on his cheeks, fJ-nger marks around his neck, and a

contusion on his forehead. The juvenile court ordered that the

Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services should continue

temporary custody of the chil-dren with placement not to lnclude

the home of Jennifer. The children have been in foster care from

April 3, 2009 to May 17, 20L7, the date the termination hearing

began.
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Dispositional/Review hearings (the proceedings of which do

not appear in our record) were hel-d August 26, 2f , 28,

September 28, December 11 , 2009, June 7J , and December '7 , 2070.

Followi-ng the disposition and permanency planning hearing held

on December L1, 2009, the juvenile court entered an order

finding that the permanency objective was reunification of the

parents with the children. It ordered Jennifer to comply with

the case plan which included therapeutic services, a mental-

status exam, completion of a parenting class, maintenance of

safe and adequate housing, and a Iegal source of income. The

State dismissed its petition for termination of the parental

rights of the father.

On October 26, 2010, the State filed a motion for

termination of Jennifer's parental rights of both children

pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. 543-292(2), (6) and (7) (Cum. Supp.

2010). The State alleged that Jennifer had substantially and

continually neglected and refused to give said chil-dren

necessary parental care and protection, failed to have

consistent supervj-sed visitation wlth said children, failed to

complete a parentj-ng cl-ass, failed to maintain a legal source of

income and provide verification of such, failed to complete a

domestic vio1ence empowerment program, failed to participate in

family therapy with Cairo and in individual therapy, Cairo and

Coby had been in an out-of-home placement for 15 or more of the
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most recent 22 months, and that

interests of the children.

termination was in the best

The termination hearing was held on May 11 and 18, and

October 13 and L4, 20LL. Testimony was given regarding the

reasons why the children were removed from Jennifer's home and

her progress on the case plan as ordered by the juvenile court.

A number of wj-tnesses testified concerning the efforts that were

made to assist Jennifer reunify with her children.

Ke1lie Bush, a l-icensed mental healt.h practitioner employed

at Capstone

contact with

by KVC. Bush

Behavioral- Heal-th, testif ied that she f irst had

Jennifer in October 20L0 when Jennifer was referred

developed a treatment plan for Jennifer that, in

Bush,s opinion, was very simple. This included: (1) enjoying

activj-ties three times a week, (2) reuniting with her children

as demonstrated by utili zinq coping skil-l-s, (3 ) addressing

court-ordered concerns and classes, (4) developing the abillty

to handle conflicts appropriately through util-iztng conflict

resoluti-on skll-Is and appropriate voace tones, and

(5) decreasing the frequencY and intensity of her anxiety

response through demonstrating the use of coping skills five

days a week. Jennifer never agreed to the treatment p1an.

According to Bush, Jennifer had difficulty focusing on her own

mental- health therapy goals and did not belj-eve the plan should

include goals for her to accomplish.
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Bush terminated her relationship with Jennj-fer

December 3, 2010 due to Jennifer's aggressive and assaultive

behavi-or on that date. Bush testified that Jennifer started the

sessj-on in an agitated manner, accused Bush of saying that

Jennifer was not African American and that she coul-d not help

Jennifer because of their cultural- differences. As Jennifer's

tone became louder and more aggressive, another therapist in an

adjoining offlce checked to see if Bush was alright. According

to Bush, Jennifer did not accomplish any of the goals in the

treatment plan.

Sara Stobbe, a licensed mental health practitioner and

certified social worker employed as a therapist by Capstone

Behavioral- Health, testified that she provided family therapy to

Jennifer and Caj-ro in November 201,0. fn December 2070, she began

treating Cairo indivj-dua11y. Stobbe testified that the therapy

goals were ( 1) to help Jennifer and Cairo have positive

interactions, (2) for Cairo to have a safe place for family

vlsits, and (3) for Cairo to feel safe. Stobbe also testified

that there was little interaction during the sessions, that

Jennifer woul-d put headphones on Cairo whil-e she wrote l-etters

to him which, since Cairo could not read, did not seem to Stobbe

to be age-appropriate. When Stobbe encouraged Jennifer to

refrain from the letter writing and do age-appropriate

activities with her son, Jennifer would get upset that Stobbe

on
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was interrupting her l-etter writing

wastj-ng her time. In Stobbe's opinion,

inappropriate. Stobbe testified that

sessions wenL well and Jennifer

appropriately.

and accused Stobbe of

some of the letters were

on a few occasions, the

and Cairo i-nteracted

Stobbe's family therapy sessions ended due to Jennifer's

outburst directed toward Cairo in December 2010. Jennifer had

inquired of Cairo about a scratch on his cheek which Cairo said

resulted when he was messing around wit.h his little brother.

Jennifer became angry with Cairo, called him a liar, yelled at

both Cairo and Stobbe, accused Stobbe of being on drugs, of

being a racist, stated that Cairo was a paycheck to everybody,

and threatened Stobbe. Stobbe testified that this caused Cairo

to "freeze" in his chair, to become expressionl-ess, and it was

necessary to get his driver from KVC to help get him up. When

the driver and Stobbe were taking Cairo to the caT, Stobbe

testified that Jennifer followed them into the waiti-ng area

screami-ng. Af ter Jennif er l-ef t, Stobbe testif ied that she took

Cairo back into her office to speak with him and said that he

was visibly upset.

Stobbe continued to provide individual- therapy for Calro.

On January 27, 2011, Cairo discl-osed to Stobbe the biscuit-

eating incident. Cairo told Stobbe that Jennifer and her

boyfriend, Marvin, put him j-n the bathtub, that the water got
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very cold, and that Marvin stuck a bar of soap down his throat

..really far" and that this hurt. Cairo said that Jennifer tried

to get the soap out with hot water but could not get a1f of it

out. The next thing he remembered was waking up in the hospital

and that it was warm.

Stobbe also testified that Cairo told her that he had been

hit, punched, and kicked by Jennifer and her boyfriend, Marvin'

stobbe drew stick figures and had cairo mark on them where

Jennifer and Marvi-n had hurt him. Cairo also related an incident

where his father, Cameron B., had choked Jennifer in Cairo's

presence. Stobbe testified that Cairo expressed no desire to see

or visit Jennifer. In Stobbe's opinion, Cairo needs stability 1n

his life on a daily basis and it is in his best interests that

Jennifer's parental rights be terminated'

EoIlowing the removal of the chil-dren from Jennifer's

custody on or about April 3, 2009, Jennj-fer was to have

visitation with the chil-dren under the supervision of Owens and

Associates. Three employees of Owens testified concernj-ng these

visitations, namely Eva Abrams, a supervisor, Candi Marcantel,

also a supervisor, and Karen Shirkey, a family support worker.

Originally, supervj-sed visits were scheduled for two hours three

times per week. These witnesses testified that Jennifer was very

inconsj-stent in attending the visitations. Because of Jennifer's

failure to confirm visits, she was placed on "confirmation



status " in September 2009. After Jennifer's failure to confirm

visitatj-on appointments in early September, she was removed from

the on-goi-ng schedule and was requested to contact Owens for

future scheduling. No visits took place from September through

December 2009 due Jennifer's failure to contact Owens.

Visits resumed in January 2010 but again were inconsistent.

The testimony of the employees of Owens was that of L71

scheduled visitations, Jennifer attended 106. Jennifer testified

that many of the missed visitations were due to cancellations by

Owens or the absence of the person who was to supervise

visitation. Shirkey testified that on May 16,2070 she was

supervising visitation when the two boys were throwing food and

running off. Jennifer wanted to terminate the visitation because

she "couldn't handle it anymorer " struck Cody on the arm, and

threated to "whooP" the boYs.

Jessica Nemec, a family permanency specialist with KVC

Behavioral Healthcare, testified that she took over this case on

March l, 2077. As a family permanency specialist she is

responsible for setting up services for the family in working

towards reunification and permanency objectives and would

develop a case plan for the family to fo1low in order to work

towards reunification. She described the case plan as an outline

of what the parents need to do to reunify with their children

and what services would be put in place to assist them. She
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testified that Cairo and Coby became wards of

April 2 or 3, 2009, due to physical abuse

allegations against Jennifer and her boyfriend,

never been returned to Jennifer's home.

the state on

and neglect

and they have

Nemec testifled that as a family permanency specialist she

has the duty and responsibility to help set up services that

have been ordered by a court and to monitor whether there is

compliance with the services. fn this CaSe, Jennifer's court

orders included individuat therapy, a woman' s empowerment

program, family therapy as long as it waS recommended by the

children's therapist, a parenting class, maintenance of safe and

adequate housing as weII as a lega1 Source of income. Nemec

testified that Jennifer was not participating in therapy at this

time and that her therapy with Kel1ie Bush was terminated in

December of 2010 for aggressive and assaultive behaviors.

Nemec expressed concern over the safety and stability of

the housing situation because Jennifer was residing with Marvin

Neal who was present during the alleged abuse that precipitated

this case. There had al-so been a prior domestic al-tercation

lnvolvlng Jennifer and Marvin in August of 20L0. Further, Nemec

testified that following a court hearing on April 71, 20!!,

where the case was referred to the Concord Center for mediation,

Marvin confronted Nemec and her supervlsor in the hall- and
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became very defensive. Security had to be summoned. Jennifer was

present and did nothing to refrain or stop him.

Nemec testified that,

she has received traini-ng in

as a family permanency sPecialist,

to terminate Parental rights.

factors that are considered

assessing whether it is appropriate

She testified that there are four

in reaching such a conclusion,

namely (1) the initial reason the case came into care, (2) the

progress the parents have made in working towards reunification,

(3) the length of time the child has been in out-of-home care,

and (4) whether there is evidence of abandonment. It was Nemec's

opinion that when the above factors ale applied, it was in Cairo

and Coby's best interests that Jennifer's parental rights be

terminated. Nemec supported. this conclusion by noting that the

chil-dren had been out of the home for over two years, they were

placed in care when Cairo was hospitalized with a core

temperature of 84 degrees, Jennifer lacked progress with the

plans adopted pursuant to the orders of the court, and Jennifer

was inconsistent 1n complying with recommended therapy and

visitation.

Mel-anie Auxier, a child and family service specialist for

the Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services, testified

that she was the case manaqer for Jennifer from May 2070 to

March 2011. Her duties incl-ude working with f ami1ies to

determine what services might be appropriate for reunification
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by reviewing the orders of the court, referring parents to

providers for services deemed to be needed, and monitoring the

compliance of the parent or parents with such services. As a

part of her duties, AuxJ-er would prepare court reports and a

case plan for the familY.

Auxier testified she was concerned with Jennifer'S

inconsistency with visitations, her behavior during the

visitations, her lack of safe and stable housing, and lack of a

stable source of income. Auxier testified that Jennifer never

provided documentation regarding her housing or income although

requested to do so. Auxier also testified that it was very

difflcult to work with Jennifer. Jennifer attempted to set the

agenda for family team meetings and unilaterally ended the

meeting on her own terms.

At a Leam meeting in September 2070, Jennifer's boyfriend,

Marvin Neal, attended at her request and caused a disturbance

with his language and behavior. When he came to the November 18,

2010 meeting, he was asked to leave because of his previous

behavior. Marvin and Jennifer became upset and insisted that he

remaln. This meeting then ended. After the November meeting,

Marvin telephoned Auxier and accused her of spreading lies about

him in regard to domestlc vj-olence allegations and insisted she

apologize. Shortly thereafter, Jennifer telephoned Auxier and
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denied that there had been any domestic viofence involving

Marvin and accused the Department of beinq "child kidnappeTS."

Auxier testified that she tried to help remedy Jennifer's

inconsistent visitations, which Jennlfer bl-amed on the

providers, by changing the supervision from KVC to Owens and

Associates. However, Jennifer's attendance conti-nued to be

inconsistent. Auxier was critical of notes Jennifer wrote and

placed in the pockets of the chiLdren which contained comments

Auxier be1ieved were inappropriate. These notes told the

chil-dren that the service coordinator and foster parent received

money for as long as they kept the chi1dren out of Jennifer's

home.

Auxier was of the opi-nion that Jennj-fer's parental rights

should be terminated using the factors that are applied in

reaching such a conclusion, namely the severe abuse to Cairo

whi-ch was potentially life threatening, Jennifer's unwil-lingness

to take responsibility for the abuse, the length of time the

children had been out of the home, and Jennifer's lack of

progress with the plan for reunification.

James Holt testified on behalf of Jennifer. Although he

introduced himself as "Dr. James HolL," he testified that he has

a master's level degree, is a licensed clinical social worker,

and a "Diplomat in Social Work. " HoIt provj-des assessments of

families and children and provides individual and group therapy.
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Hol-t performed a pretreatment assessment and a mental status of

Jennifer in February of 20LL. Although Holt testified in general

regarding treatment pIans, relationships between a therapist and

cl-ient, and domestic violence, he expressed no opinrons or

testified about any findings as to Jennj-fer specifically other

than mother shou]d be provided therapy duri-ng parental

termlnation proceeding.

Susan Michalski also was called to testify by Jennifer.

Michalski is a registered nurse who provides expert witness

testimony in civil- and criminal- cases, provides training on

domestic violence, sexual assault, and the effects of violence

on chil-dren. Michalski testified in general regarding the

effects of domestic violence on the victim and chil-dren.

Michalski reviewed medical and court records involving Jennifer

and the chil-dren; however, there is no indication that she ever

met Jennifer or the chil-dren.

Jeanie Hicks, a family support worker with Owens and

Associates, also was ca1led by Jennifer to testify. She

testified that her duties with Owens includes working with

families with chil-dren in foster care, supervising visitation,

and family support work concerning parenting, community

resources, drug and al-cohol resources/ and other services to

assist in reunification. Her first visitation she had with

Jennifer and the chj-ldren was on April L1, 2009. Hicks testified
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concerning the records that were made regarding the visitation

and her personal observations of Jennifer and the chil-dren

during their visits. Hicks testified that she did not recall

ever cancelling a visj-t but admitted that she might have been

Iate on several scheduled visits. She said that if Jennifer was

running late, she would wait 15 minutes for Jennifer to arrive.

Hicks stated that Jenni-fer had excellent interaction with

the chll-dren during the visitations / that she appeared to l-ove

them, and they appeared to be happy to see her. The only

difficulty was that Jennifer became upset by the fact that the

children were in foster care with her husband's mother. Hicks

did testify about an incident during a visitation at the park

where Jennifer was yelling at the children in such a manner that

a passer-by became concerned and telephoned the police.

Eva Abrams, a supervisor at Owens, also was cal-1ed to

testify by Jennifer. She testified she did the intake on

Jennifer in April of 2009, and also testified about the records

kept by them in regard to the supervised visitations. She

testified that the family partner who is assigned to each case

is required to keep notes on every visitation and to submit

these to her. Counsel for Jennifer reviewed the records of

visitations with Abrams. Abrams did not recal-1 Jennifer being

confused about visitation times and testified that documentation

1s required even if the visitation did not occur. In September
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2OOg, Abrams testified that Jehnj-fer had expressed concern that

her husband's family was stalking her so it was arranged for the

visitations to occur at the Owens visitation center, a Iocked

secure facility with a bus stop at the entrance. Abrams was of

the opinion that Jennifer was not making progress towards

reunification with regard to visitation.

Contrary to the State's evidence, Jennifer testified that

she did everything asked of her or ordered by the court for

reunification but that her efforts were thwarted by the

visi-tation workers and others who were to be providing services

to her. She testified that she kept a diary concerning daily

occurrences which substantiates her version of these events and

the diary was received in evidence. Vflith regard to visitation,

Jennifer testified that the visj-tation supervisors frequently

were l-ate in arriving which resul-ted in her missing these

sessj-ons or that they cancelled the visitations without her

knowledge. She testified that she did have adequate housing and

furnished evidence of this to the Department. She further

testified that she was working at McDonalds and attending school

full time. Jennifer testified that she was current with her

child support as ordered by the court and cl-aims to have

completed domestic violence programs as ordered.

Jennifer testified that the dispute with Ke1lie Bush

December of 2010 occurred because Jennifer refused to sign

- 15
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with the Nebraska

conviction for child

2009 involving the

treatment plan prepared by Bush which contained a diagnosis of

Jennifer with which Jennifer disagreed. Jennifer testified that

she was not goi-ng to sign "something that said t had problems

that I didn, t have. " Jennifer claims that the treatment session

ended early because she threatened to file a complaint against

Bush.

At the time of the hearing, Jenniter was servinq a sentence

hospitalization of Cairo. It also

a

aZ,

is

noteworthy that at the time of trial, Jennifer was represented

by the fourth attorney appointed by the court.

By an order dated December l, 2011-, the juvenile court

found by clear and convincing evidence that the minor children

are within the meaning of Neb. Rev. Stat. S43-292(2), (6) and

(7) (Cum. Supp. 2010) . Although the order of the juveni-le court

did not set forth detailed findings, it did find that other than

the allegation that Jennifer had failed to complete a parenting

cfass, the "other allegations in the Motion for Termination of

Parental Rights are true as plead", namely that Jennifer had

substantially and continuously or repeatedly neglected and

refused to give the children necessafy parental care and

protection, had failed to have consistent supervised visitation

with the ch11dren, had failed to maintaln a legal source of

Department of Correctional Services on

abuse arising from the events of April
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income and provide verification of same, failed to complete a

domestic violence empowerment program, failed to participate in

family therapy with Cairo, and failed to participate in

individual therapy. The juvenile court concluded that it is in

the best interest and welfare of the minor children that the

parental rights of Jennifer be terminated-

ASSIGNMENTS OE ERROR

Jennlfer alleges that the juvenile court erred in finding

that: (1) pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. S43-292(2), Jennifer had

substantially, continuously, and repeatedly neglected and

refused to give the children necessary parental care and

protection; (2) Jennifer fail-ed to comply with varj-ous plans of

rehabilitation; and (3) termination of Jennifer's parental

rights is in the best interest of the children.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

An appellate court reviews juvenj-Ie cases de novo on the

record and reaches its conclusions independently of the juvenile

court's findings. In re Interest of Jorge O.t 280 Neb. ALL, 186

N.W.2d 343 (2010) .

Grounds

In

rights

2010).

ANALYSIS

for Termination.

Nebraska statutes, the bases for termination of parental

are codified in Neb. Rev. Stat. S 43-292 (Cum. Supp.

Sectj-on 43-292 provides 11 separate conditions, any one
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of whj-ch can serve as the basis for the termination of parental

rights when coupled with evidence that termination is in the

best interests of the child . In re Interest of Sir Messiah T. et

a-f., 279 Neb. 900, f82 N.W.2d 320 (2010).

In its order terminating Jennifer's parental rights to her

chi1dren, the juvenile court found by cfear and convincing

evidence that the minor children are within the meaning of Neb.

Rev. Srat. s43-292(2), (6) and (1) (Cum. Supp. 2010) and that it

is in the children's best interest that Jennifer's parental

rights be terminated.

The children were removed from Jennifer's home on April 2,

2OOg. The chil-dren had been in out-of-home placement in excess

of 18 months when the Motion to Terminate Parental Rights was

flled on October 26, 2010. At the time the terminatj-on hearing

began on May 17, 2OLL, the children had been in out-of-home

placement in excess of 25 months. Our de novo review of the

record clearly and convincingfy shows that grounds for

termination of Jennifer's parental rights under S 43-292(1 ) were

proven by sufficient evidence.

Once a statutory basis for termination has been proved, the

next inquiry is whether termination is in the child's best

interests. We note that if an appellate court determines that

the Jower court correctly found that terminati-on of parental

rights is appropriate under one of the statutory grounds set
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forth in S 43-292, the appellate court need not further address

the sufficiency of the evidence to support termination under any

other statutory ground. See In re Interest of Justin H., 18 Neb.

App. 't78, 197 N.W.2d 165 (2010). Therefore, this court need not

review termination under subsection S 43-292 (2) or (6).

Best Interest.

Neb. Rev. Stat. S 43-292 requires that parental rights can

only be terminated when the court finds that termination is in

the child's best interests. A termination of parental rights is

a final- and complete severance of the child from the parent and

removes the entire bundle of parental rights. See In re Intetest

of crystaT c.t 72 Neb. App. 458, 676 N.W.2d 378 (2004).

Therefore, with such severe and final- ConSequenceS, parental

rights should be terminated only "in the absence of any

reasonable alternative and aS the l-ast resort. " See In re

Interest of Kantril P.,257 Neb. 450, 461,598 N.W.2d 129,141

(l-999). However,

Where a parent is unable or unwllling to rehabilitate
himself or herself within a reasonable time, the best

interests of the child require termination of the parental
rights. In re Interest of Andrew M. et dl., 11 Neb. App.

80, 643 N. W.2d 401 (2002) . Chil-dren cannot, and shoul-d not,

be suspended in foster care or be made to await uncertain
parental maturity. In re Interest of PhyTTisa 8., 265 Neb.

53, 654 N.w.2d 738 (2002) .
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re .Interest of Stacey D. | 72 Neb- App. '107, 11"1 ,

, 602 (2004) .

684 N.w.2dIn

594

The evidence reveals that Jennifer refused to agree to the

treatment plan that Bush establ-ished for her. Jennifer put up an

insurmountable barrier by refusing to accept the fact that to

improve her parenting, she needed to focus on her own personal

shortcomings, Jennifer showed a pattern of refusing to accept

responsi-bility by constantly placing the b1ame on others,

despite the fact that at the time of triaI, Jennifer was

incarcerated for felony child abuse arislng out of the bathtub

incident. The evidence clearly revea1s that throughout the

attempted rehabil-itation process, Jennifer exhibited a pattern

of aggressive behavior that resulted in termination of her

individual- therapy with Bush and her family therapy with stobbe.

While the evj-dence is conflicting as to who was responsible

for the erratic and inconsistent visitations, the evidence is

clear that from September through December 2009, Jennifer did

not have any visits with her children. When visitation resumed

in 2OtO, it continued to be erratic. The evidence indicates that

even when visit.ation occurred, Jennifer engaged in non-age

appropriate activities and continued to display aggressive

behavior.

1lf,h11e the evidence reveals that Jennifer maj-ntained housing

and was current on her rent, she was required to obtain not only
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adequate housing, but al-so safe housing. Despite the abuse to

Cairo, Jennifer continued to Iive for a time with Marvj-n. In

addition to the child abuse, there was al-so evidence of domestic

abuse in August 2OLO and other i-nstances of aggressive behavior

on the part of Marvin toward the therapists.

According to Stobbe, since visitation has ended, Cairo has

been happier, more outgoing, entertaining, and talkative. He has

expressed no interest in seeing Jennifer.

The evi-dence is clear that it is i-n the best interests of

the children that Jennifer's parental rights be terminated.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above,

court's order terminating Jennifer's

and Coby.

we affirm the juvenile

parental rights to Cairo

AEFIRMED.
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